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Many cities build public garages at great cost but with scant public scrutiny or economic analysis. Other
than aiming to recover the cost of debt service and operations, cities appear to have few clear policy aims
in managing these garages. In this paper, we outline how U.S. cities currently manage off-street parking
structures under their control. We argue that this management largely ignores the logic of both economics and public beneﬁts. We also make the conceptual case for how cities should manage their
parking assets to maximize public beneﬁts. Finally, we examine the most promising example of off-street
parking public management, using data from 14 garages included in San Francisco's SFpark program. We
ﬁnd that SFpark increased the public use of garages by more than a third, reduced the average price for
drivers, and maintained a stable revenue stream for the city.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 2011, San Francisco adopted the biggest price reform for
public parking since the invention of the parking meter in 1935.
San Francisco's parking prices for portions of both its public onstreet and off-street supply now vary by time of day and by location. The goal for on-street parking is to charge the lowest
possible prices that will leave between 20 percent and 40 percent
of curb spaces open on every block at any time. The program attempts to achieve this aim by adjusting prices approximately every
eight weeks. The goal for off-street parking is to leave some – but
not too many – open spaces available in public garages at all times.
SFpark, San Francisco's dynamic pricing program, aims to solve
the problems created by charging too much or too little for public
parking. If parking prices are too high and many spaces remain
open, nearby stores lose potential customers, employees lose jobs,
and governments lose tax revenue. If prices are too low and no
spaces are open, drivers cruising to ﬁnd an open space waste time
and fuel, congest trafﬁc, and pollute the air.
On-street parking spaces are part of the city’s street system and
have few ongoing maintenance costs after they are paved and
marked. Nevertheless, cities that offer free or under-priced onstreet parking to drivers incur a high cost for this mismanagement.
Accordingly, a wave of recent research has demonstrated how
n
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cities can more effectively price on-street parking. The SFpark
program in particular has received much publicity for adjusting
the prices at 7000 parking meters to achieve a target occupancy
rate for on-street parking spaces (Chatman and Manville, 2014;
Millard-Ball et al., 2014; Pierce and Shoup, 2013).
On the other hand, cities routinely build off-street parking
spaces at great cost to the public, but with scant public scrutiny or
scholarly analysis. Other than aiming to recover the cost of debt
service and operations for the garages, cities appear to have few
clear management goals. In the same SFpark program that has
made demand-responsive adjustments to on-street prices, San
Francisco experimentally adjusted the prices of 11,500 off-street
parking spaces in 14 city-owned parking garages. While the proportion of public off-street spaces subject to the experimental
treatment is higher than for on-street spaces, no one has yet
analyzed the off-street component of SFpark.
In this paper, we ﬁrst outline how U.S. cities currently manage
off-street parking assets. We argue that the status quo of public
management of these assets largely ignores economic logic. We
next make the conceptual case for how cities should manage their
parking assets to maximize public beneﬁts. Finally, we compare
the status quo to the most promising example of off-street parking
public management using data from the 14 garages included in the
SFpark program. SFpark represents a great improvement over the
previous management regime. We ﬁnd that SFpark increased the
public use of garages by more than one-third while marginally
lowering the average price for drivers and maintaining a stable
revenue stream for the city.
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Both our conceptual model for optimal off-street parking policy
and the ﬁndings from SFpark suggest practical steps that cities can
take to improve outcomes for both municipalities and residents.
These steps are cheap and logistically simple compared to on-street
reforms. The principles of demand-sensitive parking management
can also be easily extended to non-city off-street spaces. Despite
their importance, analyses of public off-street management are
scant compared to the literature assessing public on-street parking.
We conclude this paper by outlining a future research agenda for
off-street studies, including making use of more detailed occupancy
data than are available in the on-street context.

2. Optimal pricing policy for public garages
Whether on-street or off-street, managing parking well presents a challenge because parking space is a perishable good.
Perishable goods have ﬁxed, sunk costs and their value cannot be
stored. Perishable goods thus require careful management to ensure their efﬁcient use (Kimes, 1989; Weatherford and Bodily,
1992). Other prominent examples of perishable goods include
airline seats, hotel rooms, and advertising time on television.
Effective management for perishable goods has three essential
components. First, the good must be sold within a limited time
period. Seats on airplanes or rooms in a hotel, for example, are
either used by a ﬁxed deadline or wasted; these assets cannot be
resold later. The use of parking space is similar. Second, perishable
goods have a ﬁxed number of units. Regardless of demand, new
parking spaces cannot be manufactured quickly or cheaply. Finally,
perishable goods are optimally managed either by charging different prices for the same product at different times, or for different people at the same time. This strategy of price differentiation is already common practice in the parking industry, as evidenced by the lower rates often offered to early birds or to nearby
shop customers through validated parking. Yet the techniques
employed by managers of public parking garages have lagged
signiﬁcantly behind the more sophisticated private parking operators (Akhavan-Tabatabaei et al., 2014; Guadix et al., 2009).
Private operators set prices for perishable goods to yield the
maximum revenue, which is why the science of pricing perishable
goods has come to be called yield management. A city's goal,
however, should be different. A city should try to optimize the use
of public garages, rather than to maximize the revenue.
Cities typically follow one of three approaches to set the prices for
parking: they (1) price at the marginal cost, regardless of the market
rate, (2) price at the market rate, regardless of the cost, or (3) price to
reach a revenue goal.1 The policy of providing free on-street parking
represents the ﬁrst approach. For decades, planners naively assumed
that there was no cost to recoup from the use of on-street space.
Demand-responsive pricing exempliﬁes the second approach. Market-priced curb parking can generate considerable revenue for a city
if the price exceeds the collection and maintenance costs. SFpark
explicitly targets optimal occupancy—not maximum revenue—when
setting prices, yet the program’s revenue has remained almost unchanged even as prices varied to optimize occupancy.
For off-street parking spaces, cities commonly set revenue
1
Kenneth Button (1977, p. 43) says, “In practice, two quite distinct types of
charging policy for parking spaces may be discerned: There is an administrative
approach and an economic one. The former is concerned with cost recovery and is
closely entwined with the highway engineer approach to urban trafﬁc problem.
The economic way is to regulate charges in sympathy with the prevailing state of
demand in the say way that other commodity prices vary. Charges are therefore
based on the ‘willingness to pay’ principle.” In addition to these two approaches,
some cities have a revenue goal to cover the debt service and operating costs of
public garages.

Fig. 1. Parking prices, occupancy, and revenue.

goals. This strategy may seem appropriate because cities incur
high costs to build and operate garages. A recent study in 12
American cities found that public garage construction costs averaged $24,000 per space for aboveground structures and $34,000
per space for underground garages (Shoup, 2011). Parking prices
high enough to recoup these construction costs can leave substantial vacancies. Private garages can maximize proﬁts despite
substantial vacancy rates when they face inelastic demand. While
not all private ﬁrms maximize proﬁts in practice, their primary
incentive is certainly to earn proﬁt. 2 If the capital and operating
costs of a parking lot are ﬁxed, the owner can maximize revenue
and proﬁts at the occupancy rate where reducing the price to attract additional customers produces no additional revenue, even if
many spaces remain vacant.
Fig. 1 illustrates how a 100-space garage can maximize revenue
with only a 50 percent occupancy rate (adapted from Shoup, 2011).
Price is on the X-axis, and the demand curve slopes downward.
The garage is full when the price is zero, and has zero occupancy
when the price is $1 an hour. Maximum revenue, $25 an hour,
occurs at a price of $0.50 an hour ($0.50  50 occupied spaces ¼
$25). But leaving half the parking spaces vacant is not optimal for a
public garage. A parking system operates most efﬁciently at an
occupancy rate between 85 and 95 percent of capacity, so entering
cars don’t have to circle through the entire garage to ﬁnd a vacant
space. If a city aims for an 85 percent occupancy rate to manage
the parking supply efﬁciently, the garage would price parking at
15¢ an hour, yielding a total revenue of $12.75 an hour ($0.15  85
occupied spaces ¼$12.75). Therefore, pricing parking to achieve
efﬁcient occupancy generates only about half the maximum total
possible revenue.3
2
Epstein (2001, p. 25) states that “Presumably, the ideal system [of charging
for curb parking] is one in which the City maximized its revenue from use.” Unfortunately, this confuses a city’s goals with those of commercial parking operators,
which theory suggests will aim to maximize proﬁts, not social beneﬁts. If the goal
of pricing curb parking is to achieve a 15 percent vacancy rate, higher prices and a
lower occupancy rate can increase revenue but leave too many spaces empty.
Commercial parking operators have downward-sloping demand curves because
they are in “monopolistic competition.” If all costs are ﬁxed regardless of the occupancy rate, the owner will maximize revenue and proﬁts at the price where
demand is unit elastic. If demand is inelastic (less than unity), raising prices will
increase revenue and proﬁts. If demand is elastic (greater than unity), reducing
prices will increase revenue and proﬁts. If costs are ﬁxed, maximum proﬁts will
accrue only at the price where the elasticity of demand is unity. At times when the
maximum revenue is less than the operating cost, the parking lot will close.
3
A 2003 survey of parking in downtown Los Angeles found that the occupancy
rates of off-street parking lots and garages was only 38 percent on Saturday
afternoon, and only 10 percent on weekday evenings (Kimley-Horn and Associates,
2003). A parking survey in Tempe, Arizona, found that only 52 percent of spaces
were occupied on a Friday evening when on-street parking was hard to ﬁnd
(Minett 1994).
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Full occupancy denies service to new customers, while low
occupancy limits the number of potential visitors to adjacent
businesses, schools, and other amenities. Unlike private sector
operators, a city must balance the competing goals of reliable
availability and high occupancy. The greater the variation in demand during a time period, the greater the conﬂict between the
two goals. A driver's probability of ﬁnding an open space upon
arrival is therefore a key measure in setting prices.
Given the random nature of arrivals and departures, a city
should have three goals when setting garage occupancy targets:
1. Ready availability. Availability is the share of an hour in which
spaces are available. Ready availability means that drivers can
easily ﬁnd a convenient open space.
2. High occupancy. Occupancy is the average share of spaces that
are occupied during the hour. High occupancy means that the
parking spaces are well-used and serve many customers.
3. Revenue. Revenue depends on both the price and the occupancy rate. While cities should not maximize revenue as a
primary goal, they should prioritize recovering revenue at least
equal to the marginal cost of operations.
No evidence suggests a uniform weight that cities should assign to
each of these goals, and we do not advocate such a rule. Appropriate trade-offs between revenue, occupancy and availability are
likely to vary by locality. Rather, we argue that individual cities
should manage parking garages based on explicit concern for each
of these goals. Many cities do not attempt this complex task, but
instead rely on a simple unitary goal such as a cost-recovery revenue target.

3. The status quo in urban off-street parking policy
Many cities also employ faulty logic in making decisions regarding building more off-street parking space. In dense urban
areas, private investors rarely build stand-alone parking garages
because the high upfront construction costs and low returns prove
less attractive an investment compared to residential or commercial buildings. Additionally, the public sector makes private
parking investments less appealing by under-pricing curb parking
and requiring ample off-street parking. By contrast, public parking
agencies typically build garages because they believe that this
infrastructure maintains or increases local economic competitiveness (for instance, see City of Los Angeles, 2010). Public garages
are often built not to serve existing demand, but rather to accommodate a perceived latent demand. Cities attempt to provide
parking for customers and workers who they think would shop or
work in the area if cheap, plentiful parking were available.
In other words, public sector agencies build parking garages to
induce driving to an area. Bawolek (2004) states that while public
garages nearly always lose money and deter private construction,
they remain necessary to enhance urban growth. Bawolek’s
statement represents the conventional wisdom on public garages:
they drain public coffers but promote other desired economic
outcomes.4 Cities also build off-street parking to satisfy particular
merchants or to make redevelopment plans more palatable to
nearby residents. In some cases, like the Japan Center in San
Francisco, merchants conduct business above or in the same
structure as a public garage. Similarly, the City of Seattle paid
$61,000 per space to construct a 1200-space garage beneath the
4
During the Cold War, public agencies also built underground garages for
physical security in the case of an emergency. The national government subsidized
some cities for up to 50 percent of garage construction costs (Toledo Blade, 1951;
National Public Radio, 2009).
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privately-owned Paciﬁc Place shopping center (Shoup 2011, 190).
In other cases, garages are seen as community assets. Some garages in San Francisco have been built by non-proﬁt corporations
whose board members are local neighborhood leaders.
A 1965 article by George Berkley on public parking supply in
Boston provides the only detailed, scholarly account of how cities
justify building off-street parking. The city of Boston constructed
public garages based on “the bolstering effect they would produce on
the city’s economy” by attracting shoppers (Berkley, 1965, p. 220).
The city’s department of transportation was so convinced of the
economic boon that it constructed the garages even “when no interest was evinced from the private sector” (Berkley, 1965: 214). Even
using the most favorable estimate of possible retail activity generated
by the city's off-street spaces, Boston still lost $184,000 annually on
garage operations in 1965 (Berkley, 1965). This cost equates to more
than $1.3 million in 2015 U.S. dollars (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2015). Because of the cost, Berkley advised the city to build no additional garages in the future, but rather to charge a higher price for
existing off-street parking (Berkley, 1965). Despite this recommendation, nearly half a century later Boston continues to construct and subsidize off-street parking. Today it owns and operates
more than 30 garages (Boston Transportation Department, 2001).
While mass media observers have recognized the folly of ﬁscallydrained cities providing off-street parking at a loss (see Yglesias,
2011), scholars have largely ignored this issue even though charging
the right price is much easier for off-street parking than for on-street
parking. In particular, drivers with disabled placards, many of whom
abuse the privilege, usually cannot park for free in garages, and thus
do not skew parking demand (Manville and Williams, 2012). Moreover, construction, temporary-no park zones, and other on-street
obstacles do not affect garage occupancy. Data for off-street parking
are also more precise and cheaply collected than on-street data.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of off-street parking studies focus on
garages’ physical designs and trafﬁc ﬂows. Few researchers have
examined the process by which private or public sector actors decide
to build and operate off-street spaces.
Arnott analyzed downtown parking garages in Boston and estimated that an equivalent amount of on-street parking would
consume over two-ﬁfths of the downtown land area (Arnott, 2006,
p. 3). By building garages, the city subsidizes drivers—to the detriment of non-drivers—and reduces residents’ incentive to use
existing public transit. In short, building garages increased public
spending in Boston and likely encouraged automobile use. Parking
garages can also crowd out higher-value land uses (Manville,
2013). More efﬁcient use of existing parking space can substitute
for construction of new garages on valuable land.
In the only existing review of off-street parking policies in the
scholarly literature, Barter (2010) ﬁnds that space in public parking
garages rarely recovers the costs of construction and ongoing operations. Barter consequently categorizes public parking garages as
stranded public assets. Given the gaps in previous research, in this
study we provide both the conceptual case for and empirical evidence of the outcome when public garage prices respond to demand.

4. Recent parking strategy considerations: Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Francisco
The Great Recession and resulting ﬁscal austerity have compelled
public managers to make better use of scarce public resources. Three
cities in the U.S. have recently re-considered the management of
their parking assets: Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco.5 The
5
On average, European cities have reformed garage management practices
more quickly than in the U.S. (Kondransky and Hermann, 2011). Asian
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disparate paths they chose reveal the lack of consensus in urban offstreet parking policy.
In 2008, Chicago captured national attention when it leased all
of the city’s on-street parking spaces to a private investor for 75
years. As is often the case, the privatization of public assets created
great controversy. In this instance, the public outcry was largely
merited. The length and terms of the contract mortgaged the future of Chicago's public space for a short-term gain—a case of
burning all the furniture to stay warm on a cold night. In a much
less publicized transaction in 2006, however, Chicago also leased
9,178 public spaces in four off-street garages near the city’s
downtown loop to a private consortium. Chicago Loop Parking LLC
assumed control of the city’s garages for 99 years in exchange for
$563 million (Ashton et al., 2012).
Several aspects of the off-street deal were objectionable. First, as
with the on-street parking management deal, the length of the offstreet lease suggested that the city prioritized meeting short-term
budget needs. The contract also allowed the consortium lessee to
dictate parking prices without any constraints. This price-setting
authority was problematic because the city had also granted the
consortium a local monopoly—exclusive garage operating rights
within the downtown loop. Within seven years of the nearly century-long contract, contentions arose around the city’s off-street
parking decision. Soon after signing the lease, Chicago violated the
exclusive operating agreement when it granted permission to another private ﬁrm to construct a garage within the downtown loop.
In response, the consortium sued and reaped more than $57 million
from Chicago (Fusco and Mihalopoulos, 2013). In addition, a citizens' taxpayer movement challenged the original lease in court
(Harris, 2013). Despite the seemingly advantageous terms of the
deal, by 2013 the consortium defaulted on the agreement due to
lower than expected economic returns (Ori, 2013).
In the face of a similar ﬁscal crisis in 2008, Los Angeles also
reconsidered whether to lease its off-street parking assets, including 10 multi-level structures and 58 metered lots. In a publicly
available document, the city weighed three options: privatizing its
parking assets over a 50-year term; reforming its internal management system; or maintaining the status quo. With its decision,
the city hoped to maintain current service levels to residents while
ensuring a stable revenue stream. Ironically, Los Angeles weighed
leasing its existing off-street assets due to ﬁscal problems stemming from ongoing operations at the same time as it continued to
build new garages (City of Los Angeles, 2010).
Los Angeles' off-street parking management was highly inefﬁcient. Among its garages, occupancy peaked at 46 percent on
weekend nights, and was lowest (22 percent) on weekday mornings. The city's ﬁnancial advisor expressed little conﬁdence that offstreet garage management would improve in the future, despite
identifying the reasons for past technical and ﬁscal mismanagement. While the city recognized that it could increase revenue by
adjusting price based on demand for off-street parking, it did not
institute this policy. Ultimately, Los Angeles settled on a new
management program called ExpressPark, which implemented
performance pricing for on-street parking much like San Francisco's
SFpark. However, ExpressPark left the city's garage management
strategy unchanged except for an attempt to better publicize
available garage spaces via digital technology. In other words, Los
Angeles opted to maintain the status quo in off-street asset management despite revolutionizing its on-street space methods.
(footnote continued)
municipalities tend to follow U.S. garage parking policy more closely, with a few
progessive exceptions in wealthier East Asia (Barter, 2011).

5. San Francisco before SFpark
By 2008, San Francisco had also recognized the need to reconsider its parking strategy. Unlike most other cities, San Francisco controls a substantial portion of its off-street parking supply.
City-managed garages account for as much as 60 percent of the
publicly available off-street parking spaces in some neighborhoods. The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority
(SFMTA) manages both parking and extensive non-automobile
travel systems—bus, light rail, streetcar and cable car—in the city.
Traditionally, the agency has set parking prices to achieve a revenue goal rather than to manage occupancy. To achieve this goal,
San Francisco charged drivers more to park in off-street parking
facilities than at on-street meters. This pricing system encouraged
drivers to cruise the streets hoping to ﬁnd a free or cheap on-street
parking space, while commuters and long-term parkers used
higher-priced garages as all-day car storage. As a result of the price
difference, on-street metered parking spaces were usually scarce
while garages had many available spaces on most days and at most
times.
For years, short-term visitors to the city—those patronizing
downtown and commercial corridor businesses—saw garages a last
resort for parking. A driver would park in a garage only after unsuccessfully trying to ﬁnd free or cheap on-street parking. SFWeekly,
a newspaper focused on civic issues in San Francisco, described the
average driver’s thought process when parking in the city:
“There are a few accepted theories on how long you should
search for parking before settling for a garage. There is the
single loop around the block, the zigzags through adjacent
streets, the stalking of people exiting restaurants. What does
not vary is the feeling of defeat you get when rolling toward the
yellow gate [in a parking garage] and pushing the button for a
ticket.” (SFWeekly, 2012).
Facing the reality of its unattractive off-street supply, San
Francisco took a different course from either Chicago or Los Angeles. The city commenced an ambitious reform pilot program for
parking called SFpark. SFMTA launched the SFpark pilot in April
2011 to overhaul both on-street and off-street public parking
management.

6. The innovations of SFpark in off-street space management
As detailed in the SFMTA's evaluation of the pilot program,
SFpark adjusts hourly parking rates every three months based on
the parking demand at each garage during ﬁve different time intervals during the day: midnight–9 AM, 9 AM–noon, noon–3 PM,
3 PM–6 PM and 6 PM–midnight (SFpark, 2014). The city aims for
each garage to have an average occupancy no lower than 40 percent and no higher than 80 percent at all times. By maintaining
such a wide target range, the city hopes to avoid peak occupancies
that exceed 95 percent.6 The city measures average occupancy for
each time band and adjusts prices four times a year. If expected
garage occupancy exceeds 80 percent for a particular time period
in a quarter, the hourly rate for that time period is raised by $0.50.
If expected garage occupancy is below 40 percent for a quarter, the
hourly rate is lowered by $0.50. SFpark's rate-setting policies for
both on- and off-street parking have brought garage hourly rates
6
Targeting peak occupancy above 95 percent may result in parking shortages,
long search times, and entry/exit queues. Internally, SFpark uses a “parking reliability” measure for evaluation which captures the percent of time that a given
garage is below 95 percent occupied. Los Angeles also considers peak occupancy to
be the most useful metric for comparing the performance of garages (City of Los
Angeles, 2010).
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equal to—and in many cases below—nearby parking meter rates,
giving drivers a ﬁnancial incentive to go straight to the garages
rather than circle looking for on-street parking. Thus dynamic
pricing in garages can reduce congestion and make the streets
safer and clearer for public transit vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists,
and other drivers.
In addition to varying hourly prices based on demand, SFpark
garage policy addresses non-price factors. For instance, rush-hour
garage queues cause drivers to lose time. In response, the program
adjusted early bird parker time requirements and added off-peak
discounts to lessen the peak congestion in and near garages at rush
hour. (This policy contrasts with the common practice of offering
early bird discounts which encourage commuting at peak hours). As
a result, most garages saw far fewer cars entering at the morning
rush and exiting during the evening rush (SFpark, 2014). This nonprice adjustment can reduce local trafﬁc congestion.
SFpark has not, however, dramatically simpliﬁed the schedule
of parking prices potentially paid by a driver; the program continues the tradition of price discrimination for off-street space.
SFpark’s demand-responsive time-of-day pricing has actually
made hourly rates more complicated than they once were: a driver’s hourly rate, and thus total parking charge, depends on when
she parks, not just how long. As Table 1 shows, the program also
maintains several additional rate schedules that are not subject to
demand-based adjustments. Each of the other rates is also less
expensive on an hourly basis compared to demand-responsive
pricing. Drivers may also pay on multiple rate bases depending on
when they park. For instance, a driver might pay a daytime hourly
rate for the ﬁrst portion of a parking session, and a lower evening
rate for the remainder of the stay.
Consider the variety of price options, shown in Table 1, available to a driver who wants to park in a garage. The complicated
rates and discounts, combined with payment at exit rather than in
advance (as at meters), mean that a driver does not need to calculate how much parking costs until leaving the garage. The varied
parking rates, alongside price maximums, discounts and validations, make calculating drivers' responses to price changes—demand elasticity—difﬁcult because parkers each pay different rates
and no one rate fully describes how much any particular driver
might pay.
We can, however, evaluate how changes in the hourly price of
parking affected occupancy in the SFpark garages. We also present
evidence, however, on changes in total revenue, which accounts
for the both hourly and special parking rates. We obtained SFpark
data, disaggregated by type of rate and garage, for the time period
between October 2011, when the ﬁrst demand-responsive price
changes were made, and October 2013. Data included 560 potential changes in hourly price, based on occupancy in the previous period (560 potential price changes ¼ 14 garages  5 intraday time periods  4 times a year  2 years). We present evidence
of the program's effect on hourly price, hourly occupancy and total
revenue in its ﬁrst two years of operation.
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7. SFpark results: price, occupancy and revenue
Similar to ﬁndings regarding on-street parking under SFpark
(Pierce and Shoup, 2013), occupancy changes showed a wide
variance in response to price changes. The degree and direction of
occupancy changes resulting from price changes suggests that
planners will never be able to accurately predict the prices needed
to achieve the target occupancy for every garage at every time
period. Instead, the best way to achieve a target occupancy goal is
to do what SFpark does: adjust prices in response to the observed
occupancy based on trial and error. Because most garages initially
had many available spaces on most days and at most times, the
average hourly price of parking across all garages fell by 20 percent
during the program's ﬁrst year. During the program's second year,
the average daytime hourly rate at SFpark garages rose, but still
remained lower than the average price of hourly parking before
the program started (SFpark, 2014, p. 126).
At the same time as prices fell modestly, average weekday occupancy for hourly parkers rose by 38 percent in the ﬁrst two
years of the program. As Fig. 2 shows, this positive trend remained
remarkably consistent across time bands during normal working
hours, with more erratic responses during the early morning and
late evening periods. Total revenue across garages ﬁrst dipped, but
recovered to surpass pre-program revenue by the end of ﬁscal year
2013 (SFpark, 2014). By comparison, revenue from non-experimental garages remained consistent throughout the period.
Initiating the SFpark program represented a large revenue risk
for SFMTA. This risk, however, clearly paid off. After SFMTA's ﬁrst
two years of dynamic pricing, drivers pay similar or lower hourly
prices. Not surprisingly, drivers facing lower prices are more eager
to park in garages, leading to higher garage occupancy. Moreover,
San Francisco has marginally increased its revenue yield from the
garages which are subject to demand-responsive pricing. In other
words, everyone wins under SFpark. Falling prices, rising occupancy,
and higher revenues beneﬁt drivers, neighborhoods, and the city.
SFpark’s positive effects are best illustrated by looking more
closely at the Performing Arts garage, which is located near the
civic center neighborhood in downtown San Francisco. Before the
SFpark program, garage daytime rates were set uniformly at $2.50
per hour, and peak weekday hourly occupancy averaged only
about 25 percent. Under SFpark, low occupancy rates resulted in
repeated hourly price reductions every three months. By January
2013, hourly rates for the Performing Arts garage had dropped to
the statutory minimum of $1 per hour. Simultaneously, the garage's peak weekday occupancy rose to about 85 percent and total
revenue increased more than 10 percent.

8. Improving SFpark's off-street program
Despite vast improvements already made by SFpark in off-

Table 1
Off-street parking rate variations in a typical parking garage under SFpark.
Hourly rates based on demand vary over ﬁve time periods: midnight–9 AM,
9 AM–noon, noon–3 PM, 3 PM–6 PM, 6 PM–midnight
Early bird specials for commuters who arrive before 8:30AM charged as ﬂat
rates that signiﬁcantly discount the cost of all-day parking
Off-peak discounts for drivers who enter the garage before the morning rush
hour (7 AM) or leave after the evening rush hour (7 PM)
Monthly rates that vary depending on whether a space is reserved or used for
carpooling
Daily maximum rates charged for 24 h of parking
Merchant validations that reduce or entirely cover a driver's parking cost
Fig. 2. Average hourly occupancy in SFpark garages.
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street parking management, the program can make three easy
improvements. First, the program can set narrower target occupancy bands; second, it can vary prices more transparently; and
ﬁnally, SFpark can base monthly and early bird rates on segmented
rather than total garage occupancy estimates.
SFpark established its target on-street occupancy range as between 60 and 80 percent. However, the current target occupancy
for off-street parking is much wider. Garage prices are not reduced
unless occupancy is below 40 percent and are not increased unless
occupancy is above 80 percent. SFMTA reasons that a wider range
will help to avoid peak occupancy above 95 percent. However,
since peak occupancy rarely, if ever, exceeds 95 percent in any
garage, the lower-bound 40 percent occupancy target appears too
low to keep prices unchanged. SFpark could raise its lower-bound
target to at least 60 percent occupancy to ensure that public
parking assets are better used, even if this policy leads to revenue
loss. A higher minimum occupancy goal will enable the city to
increase usage while still rarely inviting excess occupancy (above
95 percent) which denies drivers a place to park.
Price changes can also be more transparent. Although SFpark
maintains explicit criteria for adjusting price based on occupancy,
in practice SFMTA does not always change prices uniformly when
occupancy dictates. Refraining from rule-based price changes
creates distortions in the market for off-street parking and also
invites speculation as to the reasons for deviation from publicized
criteria. SFMTA should, at a minimum, publicly explain its rationale if it sets prices to achieve alternative objectives.
Finally, SFMTA can improve garage management by basing
prices on the demand for special types of parking rather than on
total demand. Currently, all garage early bird and monthly price
changes are dictated by total garage occupancy, which is largely a
function of the demand for hourly parking. Employing a single
pricing policy for very different kinds of parking (particularly
hourly, early bird, monthly) is illogical. For instance, in the Japan
Center garage, the high demand for monthly parking pushes up
overall occupancy, which has raised mid-day hourly rates, even
though mid-day hourly demand has not increased.
The principles of performance-based pricing for off-street
spaces can also be applied to parking assets managed by other
public entities. For instance, universities located in dense urban
areas often maintain parking lots and garages on their campuses,
but these spaces are occupied during the day primarily by those
with permits, and many spaces remain vacant in the evening. A
campus can seem quite dead in the evening despite the numerous
plays, concerts, and other cultural events that take place on the
campus. Reducing the price of parking in the evening to increase
occupancy of the garages can increase the attendance at cultural
events, improve the sense of community, and even improve safety
via more eyes on the street, and relieve the burden on nearby
residential parking (Sherman, 2010; Shoup, 2008).

9. Conclusion
We argue that cities can more effectively manage their parking
assets to maximize public beneﬁts by setting occupancy rather
than revenue targets. We support our argument with evidence
from the most promising practical example of off-street parking
public management, San Francisco's SFpark program. This program
decreased parking prices and increased garage occupancy while
maintaining revenue for the city. While the program can be improved by establishing narrower occupancy targets and achieving
greater price transparency, its early successes demonstrate the
ease with which public management practices can be improved by
simple changes to parking policy.
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